Spectral shift by half free-spectral-range for microring resonator employing the phase jump phenomenon in coupled-waveguide and application on all-microring wavelength interleaver.
Using coupled-mode theory, we have shown that there is a pi phase jump between the input and the through/drop fields of a codirectional coupler when the gap width between the coupled-waveguides reaches certain values such that the length of the coupler equals to the odd integer (for through field) or even integer (for drop field) times of the Transfer Distance. We introduced an efficient numerical method based on combining the scattering matrix method and FDTD method for analyzing a microring that has material loss. By applying this method, we found that the phase jump phenomenon also occurs in a half-ring coupler when the gap width between the coupled half-ring waveguides reaches a critical value. We showed that, for a given operating bandwidth, it is important that the gap width between the rings has to be larger than a certain value in order to avoid the phase jump, or smaller in order to take advantage of the phase jump. Based on the phase jump phenomenon, we found that the through and the drop spectra of the single-arm and the double-arm microring can be manipulated to shift about one half free spectral range by selecting appropriate gap widths. A novel all-microring wavelength interleaver, based on the phase jump phenomenon, is proposed and numerically demonstrated.